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Chapman and Cutler LLP regularly advises unit investment trusts on the
tax consequences of their structures, investments and distributions. Some
of these trusts may qualify as regulated investment companies; others
may be treated as grantor trusts.

The vehicles our clients bring to our department are complex. Each

has its own investor goals, so we respond to every matter with an

appropriate plan.

The Tax Department regularly works with securitization structures that
use one or more investment trusts to act as the issuer. It is almost always
necessary that the investment trust in the securitization structure be
taxed as a pass-through entity for U.S. federal tax purposes. Failure to
meet the requirements for this treatment can result in the investment trust
not meeting the goals of its investors.

Our attorneys consult with other groups at our firm to review and monitor
issues affecting tax classification of investment trust vehicles. We work
with the sponsors of these investment trusts to determine ways of
achieving their goals while complying with the applicable federal income
tax rules. We regularly give opinions on the tax status of investment trusts
and have obtained several favorable rulings from the Internal Revenue
Service affirming the trust status of investment trusts with various
characteristics. We have also been extensively involved in working with
the Internal Revenue Service and the industry to respond to federal
income tax information reporting requirements.

Additionally, Chapman practitioners provide investor-focused tax
disclosure for offering documents used when shares or units in an
investment trust are offered to the public. We regularly draft tax
disclosures for a large number of these offerings and we routinely create
tax discussions for inclusion in marketing materials used for unit
investment trusts.
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For many investment trusts, particularly those investing in bonds that are
exempt from state taxes, achieving favorable pass-through treatment for
state tax purposes is essential. We regularly advise investment trust
sponsors with respect to these state tax matters, and provide opinions
and disclosure with respect to the state tax consequences in several
states.
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